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Address CHANGZHOU AMD KINGSTON 
PHOTOVOLTAIC GLASS CO.,LTD. 
North Plum  
Technology Park Roads 
ChangZhou 213017

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The photovoltaic glass coated with anti-reflective coating on the solar glass, It effectively reduces solar reflectance, accordingly induces solar
transmittance, increasing the solar modules output power Our Anti-reflective Coating is the latest technology with spray process in global solar
industries,  

In 2009,AMD will realize the output of 15 million square meter annual,including deep-process and AR-coating PV glass and TCO glass of 3 million
square meter expand plan.Then AMD will become one of the biggest special glass manufacturer in the world.  

We´re very pleased to present our latest contribution AMD AR-surface as one step further towards making solar energy a reality for the new
millennium.  
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